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Mr. Muthukumaran Palaniappan (P.Muthukumaran)
Date of Birth 15.02.1968
Father's Name is Mr.MP.Palaniappan(MP.Thirunavukkarasu)
Mother's Name is PL.Ramayee(PL. Vasanthal)
Spouse Name: Umayal Muthukumaran.
Two Son 1.M.Palaniappa 2.M.Muthaiahvijay
My Native Place: Kulipirai. Pudukkotai.(Dist) TamilNadu.
My Email ID muthukumaranp1@gmail.com Whatsapp No.8428764569.
The town where I currently live is Chennai 7/10 Sector-1, TNHB Flats,
Maduravoyal.chennai.95.

Education: Three Degrees in Post Graduate Studies, One Degree in Education,
Two Diploma in Post Graduate Studies, Two Diploma Studies.
Work: Twenty-Five Years of Experience in the Warehouse Industry Currently in a
Private Company Vellapanchavadi. I am working as a Warehouse Manager in
Vellapanchavadi. Chennai. Basically, My Favorite Job is Teaching Work.

Category: Poetry, Song and Writing a Short Story. Many of the snippets, letters,
comments, Jokes I have written have appeared in Tamil books like Kalkandu,
Mutharam, Kumudam, Dinathanthi, etc. a few years ago. But I could not
continue it. I have now continued to request my friends. I have posted my work
on websites and received many accolades and have recently posted on the
computer web site and received the support of many people across the country.
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National Sports Day
????? ?????????? ?????
That's the game
Without thinking of it as a game
The quality of the nation is global
That can be raised
Realized real
Any kind of players
Without prejudice
Emotionally important
Feel free to give ours
The nation must come forward
If so, ours
Bharat shines globally
Praised by all
The amount of sesame in it is doubtful
Not mine for everyone
Happy National Sports Day.
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True Love
Like flower and fragrance
Like paddling on a boat
Like fire and matchbox
Like a lock key
Like quill and voice
Like the lion and the valiant
Like deer and horns
Like peacock and hawk
Like a parrot's nose
Like the sea and the waves
Like wind and storm
Like pleasure and pain
Like pen and paper
Like plant with root
like sweet with sugar
Like the poet and the poem
Like cart and axle
Lovers are real
The purity of romantic sex
Should be. In any case
Must be immortal friendly.
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